
Finance personal statement


Since my early childhood I was the one who liked to take the place of being 
the leader,  I always like to be the manager, team captain or anyone who was 
in charge. Imagine being a 9 year old watching home alone and instead of 
being curious if what’s going to be Kevin’s punishment you would be curious 
how  he’s going to put the fight. Since my dad owns  a business he made me 
help him with deals that concern financial management, it made become 
more aware of business deals and what made me have more experience is 
the book ‘rich dad, poor dad’ it made discuss more about financial 
management with my older mates.


After volunteering in King Saud University for the E-Marketing I got more 
knowledge about marketing and about owning a huge business especially 
after having a long talk with owner of the app Haraj ‘yousef alrashidi’, it 
sparked an intrest to this day I have not lost in the captivating world of the E-
Marketing. Also being a member of King saud university distinguished and 
talented students program gave me a lot of skills from their training courses, 
I gained skills needed to be more independent and to be a better leader. I am 
also a member of SYAG which is one of the greatest enterprise that 
showcases  the potential of the Saudi youth and provide opportunities in 
organising, volunteer and internships.


I was studying physics in king saud university 2021sep-2022nov

I transferred to business administration major in King Saud university 

I am studying business administration in king Saud university 
2022nov-2023sep

I organised the E-marketing event in December 2021

I organised one of the biggest events for the national day in king saud 
university September 2022 

I’ve been a member of SYAG since April 2022

I’ve been a member of Ithra volunteer since January 2022

I’ve been a member of the distinguished and talented student in King Saud 
University since august 2021

I’m member in the investment club in king saud university 


I’ve chosen England for my future as I prefer to study in English and I want 
the opportunity to meet with an international environment. The business 
sector is a world I would flourish in and going to university is the key to my 
future. Millions and billions of risks are taken everyday in the business world 
sometimes they actually pay off and sometime the sadly don’t. If I was 
awarded this opportunity I can personally guarantee I am a risk worth taking.


Jood ALGITHAMI


